SPRINGER NATURE VIDEO

Discovery in Motion

- Curated content
- Peer reviewed videos
- Integrated on SpringerLink

link.springer.com/video
Springer Nature Video
Learning courses and education videos developed by leading institutions and authors

Watch, Learn, Apply
A collection of high quality, peer reviewed videos, created by leading academics, practitioners, and thinkers. Titles take viewers through various demonstrations, case studies, and lectures that spark discourse and give a unique chance to see experts at work.

Watch engaging, educational content
- Training (i.e. surgical; protocols)
- Teaching materials
- Lectures, interviews and roundtable discussions

Learn skills in real time
Viewers follow along with experts as they demonstrate their work and share deeper insights about practical applications and rationales.

Apply knowledge in continued research

Current subject collections:
- Clinical Medicine
- Professional and Applied Computing

Subject collections coming soon:
- Engineering
- Business and Management

Key features
- HD video streaming on HTML5 player
- Digestible 5-10 minute segments
- Links to related eBooks and journals on SpringerLink
- DOIs and ISBNs for all titles and segments
- CrossRef enabled references
- Complete video transcript
- WCAG 2.0 compliant closed captioning

Contact us for more information:
libraryrelations@springernature.com

Visit link.springer.com/video